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Deconvolved Map of Epithermals (N=15) 

Figure 2: Map of burial depth, D, in cylindrical projection at all latitudes, assuming 
Wup = 1%. The regions shaded grey between 45-60°N and 45-60°S have burial 
depths that are larger than the maximum indicated in the color bar, 20 g/cm2.  

Figure 1:  Map of Wdn in cylindrical projection at equatorial and mid-latitudes, 
assuming Wup = 1%. The maximum value of Wdn equatorward of 45° is just 15% 
(by weight), which is well below the threshold for “excess” ice (WEH = 26 wt.%). 

Figure 3: Plot of data clusters in WEHDO[fast]-WEHDO[epi] space for a region of 
interest that contains four out of the five icy craters found in HiRISE data (see Fig. 9) 
by Byrne et al. [2009]. We showed in Feldman et al. [2011] that for a large enough 
representative area the “cross over” point with the unity line corresponds to Wup. 

Figure 4:  Map of Wup = crossover points from the linear regressions between 
WEHDO(fast) and WEHDO(epi) data in unweighted sliding 1800 km diameter regions 
of interest [Feldman et al., 2011]. Note that the lower-latitude regions equatorward 
of 45 degrees that are shaded grey have unphysical negative values. 
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Figure 5:  Map of Wup = crossover points from the linear chi-squared minimization regressions 
between WEHD0(fast) and WEHD0(epi) data in inverse distance-squared weighted regions of interest 
spaced every two degrees of latitude and longitude. The dynamic range spans 0-6 (as in Fig. 4): purple 
regions correspond to negative values and red regions to highly positive values.  
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Figure 6: Three-dimensional plots of Wdn (cyan) and burial depth D (blue) 
interpolated from irregular grid for S21 composition and Wup = 1% shown in Fig. 7. 
Additional Wdn and D plots were also generated for Wup = 2/3/4 % (not shown).  

Figure 7: Simulated thermal and epithermal MONS counts using Prettyman et al. [2004] instrument model and 
“S21” composite soil composition of Diez et al. [2008] for Wup = 1/2/3/4%. Contours from left boundary to right 
boundary correspond to WEH content of lower layer (Wdn = 1/2/3/4/5/7/10/15/20/30/60/100%). Contours from 
bottom boundary to upper right point represent burial depth of lower layer (D = 0/10/20/30/60/100 g/cm2). 

Figure 8: Taken from Byrne et al. [2009]. HiRISE false color data showing sublimation of icy 
material at recent mid-latitude impact crater “Site 1” (see Fig. 9). Panels are 75 m across. North 
is to the top and illumination is from the lower left.  

Figure 9: Taken from Byrne et al. [2009]. Locations of five recent ice-rich impacts (“Site 1-5”) and 
Viking Lander 2 (“VL2”). Color bar represents expected ice depths modeled by Mellon et al. [2004]. 
Contours are MONS-derived burial depths (g/cm2) from Feldman et al. (2004). 
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Site 1 46.33° 176.90° 4.35 2.85 10.0 86.6 19.4 52.8 34 

Site 2 43.28° 164.22° 4.35 2.87 9.3 68.6 16.5 48.9 49 

Site 3 55.57° 150.62° 4.35 1.18 28.0 50.7 22.7 31.2 8 

Site 4 45.05° 164.71° 4.35 2.70 9.8 66.1 17.8 46.9 25 

Site 5 46.16° 188.51° 4.35 3.17 14.2 95.9 19.0 50.0 9 

Table 1: Adapted from Byrne et al. [2009]. “Old” (Feldman et al., 2004; 2011) and “New” (this poster) MONS-
derived values of Wup, Wdn, and D at five recent impact sites shown in Fig. 9. The short-lived presence of ice 
(Fig. 8) implies discrete layer of excess ice greater than pore space limit (Wdn = 26%) that is predicted at each site 
by “New” (but not “Old”) MONS methodology.  The “New” MONS-derived D values are also a somewhat better 
fit to ice depths modeled by Mellon et al. [2004], assuming a nominal soil density of 1.5 g/cm3. 

(1) We report on MDAP-funded efforts to improve global MONS 
mapping of near-surface water-equivalent hydrogen (WEH). 
 

(2) Past MONS-derived global maps of WEH weight fraction in lower 
layer Wdn (Fig. 1) and burial depth D to lower layer (Fig. 2) assumed 
constant WEH wt. fraction in upper layer Wup (Feldman et al., 2004).  

 

(3) Feldman et al. (2011) self-consistently calculated Wup directly from 
MONS data using “cross over” of fast vs. epithermal neutrons with 
unity line (Fig. 3) for large representative regions of interest (ROIs).  
 

(4) However, application of crossover technique using unweighted 
sliding 1800-km diameter ROIs resulted in large areas at low latitudes 
with unphysical negative values of Wup (Fig. 4). 

 

(5) We recomputed Wup using  distance-weighted ROIs and linear chi-
squared minimization regression (Fig. 5), resulting in just one 
unphysical negative region (along Valles Marineris). 
 

(6) Figure 5 thus represents best mid-latitude map of Wup to date 
(values poleward of 60° likely require quadratic instead of linear fit). 

Summary 

(7) For known crossovers, values of Wdn and D can more accurately be 
determined via 3D interpolation (Fig. 6) of Wup-dependent simulated grids of  
thermal and epithermal MONS counts along Wdn and D contours (Fig. 7)  
 

(8) For example, “Old” method of MONS mapping (Feldman et al., 2004) of Wdn 
(Fig. 1) in the vicinity of five recent ice-rich mid-latitude craters (Figs. 8,9) 
identified by Byrne et al. [2009] yields values of “Old Wdn“ at four impact sites 
much lower than the 26% threshold for excess ice (Table 1). 
 

(9) This is problematic, because the relatively rapid sublimation of exposed ice in 
the craters (e.g., Fig. 8) implies the presence of discrete clean ice at fractions 
well above that of the 26% (by weight) pore ice maximum.  

 

(10) Our “New” method of crossover-dependent MONS mapping (Figs. 5-7), 
however, results in much higher values of Wdn (51%-96%) that are consistent 
with the presence of excess ice at all five recent impact sites (Table 1). 
 

(11) We have begun spatial deconvolution of MONS epithermal data using 
tesselar spherical harmonics (TSH), reaching order 15 (Fig. 10). More iterations 
are needed (N ~ 20) to achieve full convergence (Prettyman et al., 2009), but the 
partially deconvolved N = 15 map already exhibits an epithermal neutron 
maximum that is better spatially correlated with Gale Crater (Fig. 11). 

Ultimate Objective 
 

Continue progress made with weighted fitting, 3D interpolation, and 
spatial deconvolution techniques to produce more accurate Wup-
dependent global maps of Wdn and D at greater spatial resolution. 

(Byrne et al., 2009) 
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Figure 10: Spatial deconvolution of epithermal neutron data (Maurice et al., 2011) using 
tesselar spherical harmonics method for order N = 15. Since chi-squared parameter has 
not fully converged, further iterations (up to N ~ 20) are needed (Prettyman et al., 2009). 

Figure 11: Longitudinal slice of deconvolved (Fig. 10) 
and undeconvolved epithermal maps showing better 
spatial correlation of maximum with Gale Crater (5°S).  


